
Morphological Inflection is the task 
where, given a lemma, e.g.

aguar
and a set of morphological tags, e.g.

V; PRS; 2; PL; IND;
one has to generate the correctly 
inflected form, e.g.

aguà
 
In low-resource settings this task is 
still very challenging.
We combine several techniques:
1. a novel two-step attention for the 

decoder
2. data hallucination
3. multi-tasking with a simple 

copying task
4. cross-lingual transfer from 

multiple related languages
and achieved state-of-the-art results 
over 44 test languages (from the 
SIGMORPHON 2019 challenge), 
with a gain of more than 15 points 
over the baseline.
In the SIGMORPHON 2020 Task 0 
shared task, our additions were:
1. Add transliterated/romanized 

transfer language data for related 
language pairs that nevertheless 
use different scripts:

• Classical Syriac (Arabic, Hebrew)
• Maltese (Italian, Hebrew)
• Oromo (Arabic, Hebrew)
• Bengali (Sanskrit, Hindi)
• Tajik (Farsi)
• Pashto (Farsi)

2. create language specific transfer 
models using related languages 
only for low-resource settings, 
e.g.:

• Ladin (Friulian)
• Ludian (Karelian, Veps)

Results:
Ranked 20th among 31 systems, 
with non-optimized LSTM-based 
systems.

Take-away:
The top-3 systems of the shared 
task offer much better solutions, 
which however should be able to 
be improved upon using language-
specific approaches.
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Two-Step Attention for Disentangled Inputs
First, encode the tag sequence and the lemma: 

For each decoding step,
a) get context from tag attention
b) obtain a tag-informed decoder state
c) attend over lemma
d) produce output character

Additional Biases

1. encourage monotonic attention: use an additional copying task (see training regime below) 
 
2. encourage attention coverage of the two sources: 

3. Language discriminator over the encoder outputs (with gradient reversal):

Results

Data Hallucination
1. Find a "stem"-like region based on character 

alignment that remains unchanged
2. Randomly replace the inside characters

(example from 
Greek)

Cross-Lingual Training Regime
1. Train only on copying task over all languages 

    large batch size and learning rate
2. Train on both inflection (80%) and copying 

(20%) tasks for all languages 
    upsample the low-resource language  
    learning rate decay and restart the optimizer

3. Train only on the test language inflection task 
    small batch size  
    scheduled sampling

 Highlights


